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CHAPTER I 
INTIDDUCTION 
stataunt of the Problem 
'l'he problem of finding time to do adequate supervision 
~s one that requires thought and care on the part of the principal. 
Too m8J17 of them, lilen they find their school running smoothly, are 
reluctant to do things which may upset the balance of an efficient 
running machi!le. · Also, some principals who take pride in their 
managerial ability, find that it is very eaq to spend more tiae 
than should be neoessar,y on adm1n1 strative detail and slight the 
supervisory flmctiCI.ls that are so important. 
stone in his book on "&lpervisia of the Elementary 
School", states, "There are two main causes of lack of time for 
supervision e11 the part of the principal. <ne lies in the prin.:.. 
cipal. himself, and the other in the conditions under which the y 
principal must• work." He goes on further -
"The main cause for the neglect of the vital 
professional work m the part of many principals 
is to be round in the principal himself. &lch 
principals should contemplate the fact that their 
concept, 1m of the rel.ati ve importance of the main 
classes of the principal's fl.mctions ·is different 
!Jclarence R. stone, Su.pervision of the Elementary School, Houghton 
Mif'nin Company, Boston, 1929. p. 21. 
1 
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from that ot the great majority or professors or 
education-, leading nperintendents, and first 
class principals." 
"Studies of time expenditure by principals has 
shown that they generally have been spending an 
undesirably large amount of time on routine 
adm:h1istrative matters, clerical work, and (31 
so-called, imperative, temporar.r and emergency 
problems." y . 
The Problem 
The average principal is beset by' Jll.8l'l7 conditions beyond 
his control which affect to a large extent his supervisory activi-
ties. 'S~ often, superintendents will check him. on his managerial 
abi.lit7 and little, if at all, on what l1e is doing with supervision. 
(How a school is run rather than the kind. and amount or supervision 
done is more apparent to the qes ot the public.) He is checked to 
see if required reports or records are in oa time a1d nothing else. 
Much of this work, mostly clerical in nature, could be done by' 
office help who would receive pay commensurate with the duties per-
formed, but, thratghout the country the tendency exists ot giving 
elemctary principals much to inadequate clerical help or none at 
all. 
The problems of the supervising principal are JII8Jly and 
varied in nature. His job, though often consiEiered., to be prima-
rily one of administration should include more supervision than 
anything else. In the final analysis the J:oSitions of supervisor 
I' 1 Clarence R. Stone, ~· P• 29. 
,, 
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am administrator are so closely allied that it is impossible to 
separate them. Otto in his text on "Elementary School Organizer-
tion anct Admi.nistration", makes this statemEnt. 
"In the operation of schools toclay it is 
difficult if' not impossible to draw a fine dis-
tinction bet ween a dmini stra.t:t. ve , supervi so r;y 
and leadership .tu.nctions. :Although there are 
some a.cti vities which fall clearly in one or 
another of these categories, there is an end-
less number of activities which overlap two or 
more rubrics. The histor;y of supervision 
shows how in the early period supervisor;r re-
sponsibilities were gradually attached to the 
administrative, clerical, and other duties 
associated with the office of superintendent 
of schools. Thus from an ear~ period there 
was no clear-cut distinction between the ad-
ministrative duties and what might be more 
logicall7 called sapervisor.r activities." !/ 
Jacobsen and Reavis write, 
"Is is not alwqs easy to distinguish be-
tween the administrative and the 8\lpervisor.r 
activ.ities of principals. If one accepts the 
definition .that any act or duty which has for 
its purpose the improvement of instruction is 
supervision; then no duty should be performed 
which .does not directly or indirect~ have a 
supervisoey purpose." y · 
However, the function of supervision is usu_ally considered 
to be, the improvement of instruction, and where one does or tries 
to draw a line between administration and supervision it becomes 
largely a matter of individual choice. stone sqs, "While supervision 
in a lar!e part should be cmcemed with improvement of instruction 
i}Henr.r J. otto, Elementary School Organization and Administration, 
Appleton~centur.r-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1944. P• 296 • . 
2/Paul B. Jacobsen and w.c. Reavis, Duties of School Principals, 
1rentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1942. . P• 508. . ,, 
it is also considered and recognized as the most important function 
!I 
of the principal of the elementary school." He liats the follow-
ing objectives of supervision for the elementary principal. 
"1. Correlation, coordination and integration of 
the work of teachers and supervisors. 
2. Adaptation of the course of study to local 
needs ani provisiOJil for needed supplements. 
3. Improvemmt of the materials and instruments 
of instNction. 
4. Iaprovement of classroom organization and 
pupil placement. 
5. Location ard strengthening of weak spots in 
the total instructional program. 
6. Development of a good school spirit. 
7. Improvement of instruction through teacher 
growth." y . 
Our problem however, is me of time involved in the 
accomplishment of various activities, devoted to and · involved in, 
supervision. For, the writer is attempting to show that New 
Hampshire Elementary School Principals who devote 50 per cent or 
less of their time to teaching have so many other things besides 
sup3rvision to do that there ia not time enough for this all-im-
portant task. 
Stone, llho has clone some research on how elementary 
principals spend their time,sa;rs, 
"Marly studies have been made for the purpose 
ot ascertaining how elementary principals spend 
their time. On the aYerage they spelld about one 
third of a seven hour day in supervisory activi-
ties. Studies however, reveal a wide Tariatioli 
among e1. ement ary school principals. Some 
!/Clarence R. Stone, op. cit. P• 2. 
I 
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·principals s perld. considerably less than one 
third, or even one fourth of their tilae in 
supervision, while others spend more than 
one half their time in activities designed 
to improve instruction." "!/ 
Many studies have been made in regards to the time 
elementary princi~ls &ctuall.y spehd on various activities. In 
1942 Jacobsen and Reavis wrote, 
ttEJ.even studies of the actual tiae dis-
tribution that elementary school principals 
have devoted to various duties show that 
the percentage deTOted to aupervision varied 
from 15 per cent to 36 per cent of the total 
achoe1 day ani beyond that the percentage 
devoted to administration varied from 16 per 
cent to 65 per cent. In general the time de-
wted to administration is about one and oae 
half times as great as that devoted to super-
vision." Y 
Hampton's study, a doctors dissertation from the 
University of North Carolina is probably one of the best on dis-
tri but. ion of the elanentary prin eipal' s time. His findings indi-
cate, "that less time is spent on supervision than is usual..l.7 
Jl 
supposed." 
Tn>e o! Acti Tit;r Per Cent 
Adllinistrative Duties 
Supervision of InatructiOil 
Clerical Activities e.o 
1 ibid. P• 27 • 
g(Pau1 B. Jacobsen, W.C,Reavis, op, cit. P• 515• 
I 5 
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'f7pe of Act.i vi ty (cont. ) 
Classroom Teaching 
Coa.unity Leadership 
Professional study 
Per Cent 
H811pton•a study, while by no means conclusive, is ver'J' 
interesting because it :indicates that less time in general is spent 
an atpervision than most educators think. Dr. Tr abue who supe~ 
vised the study sqs of it, "The study (Hampton's) was a well con-
clucted piece of wo:ric ldlere the method of procedure should give ex-
tremely accurate results. I seriously question the reliability of 
other studies which have shown a much larger percentage of time de-
!/ 
wted to eupervision." A more complete breakdown of the BtudJ' 
will appear later in this writing but for the present the informa-
tion gi.Yen will aut'fice. 
A continuous analysis ot superviso17 needs should be in 
progress for they change as does the school and it's teachers. How-
ever, there are certain phases and areas which a supervisor needs to 
cheek constantly. Stone lists the following areas that alw~qs need 
the attention of the aupervisor. 
"1. 
2. 
Classroom visitation for the purpose of help-
ing the teacher. 
InciiviW.al. conferences, with constructive 
criticism. 
Group conferences. 
!/National Education Asaoci.ation, Department of Elementary Principals, 
Seventh Yearbook, The Principal and the Elementarz School. Publishecl 
by Naticnal Education Association, Washington, D.C. 1928. P• 204. 
I 
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~, 
4. Faculty meetings. 
5. Demonstration lessons. 
6. Teaching by the principal. 
7. stiJaulation and direction of professional reading. 
8. Standardized testing." !/ 
The above listed areas are ones that follow the normal pattern of 
sup!)rvisioo. and do not include those activities which are primarily 
administrative in nature. 
· The supervisor is at his best when he has definite plans 
and a time budget for his we~ supervisoey schedule. A coJrl!d.ttee 
in O*la.nd, California spent lllllch time and effort on the pre.blem of 
recommended practices of' budgeting of the elementary principals time. 
They came up with the following conclusions -
"Total Minimmm of Daily Time to be Spent on 
Supervision. 
Br principals who teach half-time 72 minutes 
B.T principals ld.. th no clerk, no 
teaching 90 minutes 
IV principal. s with part time 
clerks lOS ll:inutes 
By principals with .full tia 11 gj 11 
cl. erks 105 minutes 
The study also included recommendations as to how, ideally the prin-
cipal should spend his time, though it did not s&7' how the conclu-
sions wel"e arrived at. 
"1. SuperVision 
.2. Adminiatratioa 
3. Clerical 
4. Teaching 
5• Other 
51.24 ~r cent 
25.04 Per cent 
5. 89 Per cent 
5. 73 Per cent 
12.10 Per cent" 'J/ 
1 Clarence R. Stone, Supervision of the Elementary School, Houghton 
f'flin Cemp~, Boston, 1929. P• 65. 
. 
Yibid. P• 32. 
2/itd.d. 
'! 
Althwgh the above distribution of time mq be an excellent guide 
there seeJIIS to be no conclusive evidence that it is ideal, 
The SeTenth Yearbook aakes the following statemEilt with 
regard to time allotments and recommendations as to how the ele-
mentary principal should spemd. his time, 
"The best time allotmm t for a gi. ven colllllllnity 
or a particular school cannot be determined b.r 
nation-wide studies. The colllllittee who has con-
ducted the study believes the standards set b.r 
supervisory principals, who conducted them, to be 
an excellent objective for supervising principals 
and nothing more." !/ 
Limitations or the studT 
'ftrl.s problem is limited cmly to New Hampshire Elementa17 
School Principals who devote 50 per cent or less of their time to 
teaching. As is natural, it includes schools in the larger cities 
am towns so will not show superTi.sory practices in many smaller 
schools where the principal teaches mre than the ;o per cent that 
has been set as a standard for this study. It is believeci b.T the 
writer that results will contain a Tery fair sampling of the super-
visory practices used b.r the Elementary Principals of New Haapshire 
who teach 50 per cent or less of the time. A J&Ore complete study 
cc:uld include schools in other states that are operating under 
simil.iar cmditions. However, for our purposes the area covered ia 
quite adequate. 
~aticmal. Education Association, Department of Elementary Principals 
7th Yearbook. op, cit. P• 209. 
I 
(}{APTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
A Philosophy of Supervision 
Supervision an:i a:iministration are so closely allied it 
is impossible to separate them. Barr, B.lrton and Brueckner in 
their rook on supervision have this to say about it, "The separa-
tion of supervision and administration is purely an academic ques-
tion. The two can be separated only arbitrarily for the sake of 
!I 
analysis. A separation in function is impossible." 
The fact that there is no agreement on separation of 
administration and supervision indicates there is little use in try-
ing to distinguish them as varied positions but rather as different 
phases of the same job. 
The philosophy of supervision during the last two decades 
has gone through a number of si[glificant changes. At first the posi-
tion of supervisor was largely inspectatorial in nature with only an 
indirect implication for suggested improvements. Training and guid-
an ce of teacher personnel is a new phase that has become very im-
portant. The authoritarian type of supervisor is being replaced by 
1 A.S.Barr, William H. Blrton, Leo J. Brueckner, Supervision, Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., New Yom, 1947. P• 27. 
9 
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a democratic type of individual who knows how to get the moat out 
of teachers by wrking w.t tb them cooperatively. 
Ideas of final central a1 thority from such educational 
leaders as Culi>erlq, strayer, Engelhardt, to mention a few, gaft 
DlllCh impetus to this type of supervision but top fiight educators 
todq do not wholly agree with their ideas. Factors, basic to our 
democratic philosophy, that are found in our culture have brought 
about these changes. Supervision of schools like everything else 
has been affected l::u chmges in our thinking. The time is past 
lilen a &pervisor of aDT calibre pretends to know more about every-
thing than his teachers and . the · result has been closer cooperation 
betlfeEil st aft members. This in tum produces a situation where 
~aupervisory needs come fran actual educative needs and not from 
needs imposed m education. 
Barr, Blrton md BNeekner sq that the new conception 
of supervision means, "•• •• that attention is centered more upon the 
aim, structure and fundamental processes of educaU,.on and less upon 
the minute, specific, dq-t.-dq devices for the improvement of 
. y 
trivial aspects of education." 
Functions of Supervisicm and Ad•inj stration 
· Wiles in his recent book on supervision states, "· ••• 
the basic function of supervision is to improve the learning sit-
uation for children and is a s.rvice activity that _exists to help 
1 ibid. P• 13. 
10 
I ,, 
I 
'JJ 
teachers do their job better." 
Truly- mcdem supervision grew up largely during the first 
quarlier of the present century. Prior to this era the .functions of 
supervision were very few and were largely general oversight o! 
teaching procedures and classroom management. Early- def'initiens of 
supervision were meaningless to the point of being humorous. Barr, 
Blrtcn and Brueckner took the following definition from the context 
of S'l old book. "The business o! the supervisor is to cast a gen-
eral inn uence aver his schools but otherwise he is not to interfere y 
wl.th the work." 
The first really modem statement an.d concept of super-
v.ision was presented by" Burton in 1922. He broke supervision down 
into the following major areas. 
"1. Im.provemEilt or the teaching act • 
. 2. In-service training !or teachers. 
3. Selection and organization of 1111bject matter. 
4. Testing am JDI!I&suring. 
5. Rating of teachers. n Jl 
The ae concepts though good in their day have been found to be too 
narrow and do not distinguish between major md minor functions of' 
supervision. 
Dunn in 1923 forecast developnents in supervision 
!fK.iJaball Wiles, Supervision for Batter Schools, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1951. P• 3. 
~A.S.Barr, Willi~ H. Burton, Leo J. Brueckner, op. cit. P• 8. 
.. . 
ywm1am H. :&lrtcn, Supervision and the Improvement of' Teaching, 
D. Awleton-Cert.ury Company-, New York, 1922. p. 8. 
( . 
' <... 
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! 
which were far ahead of the times. 
"Instructional supervision therefore, has the 
large purpose of illproving the instruction, 
primarily by proJnOting professional growth of 
teachers and secondarily and temporarily b,y cor-
recting deficiencies of preliminary preparation 
for teaching by the training of teachers in 
service. " !/ 
The emphasis on the professional growth of teachers was 
a distinct improvement over the older, almost 11eaningless term of 
in-service training. I'lllprovemm t ot teachers therefore becomes not 
so much a supervisory functioo as it does a teacher function in 
which supervisors cooperate. 
Wiles, who has done C<nsiderable work in the field of 
supervision makes the following statement. 
"The new form of supervision, a within the -
group approach, resulted. from research in the 
fi.eld of social psychology. This research has 
made it clear that people liDrk together better 
md accomplish mre 'When the members participate 
in the establishment of goals and formulation 
of the ways of work. n 
"Improvement of the whole learning situation 
for children cannot be provided by centering 
&pervisory attent.ion on teaching techniques alone. 
To improve instructiDn, pupils, teachers and 
supervisors ~st develop a unified school prograa 
which enriches the environment for all. Effective 
supervision goes far beyond teaching techniques. 
It ineanpasses the following :f'unetions which a 
supervisor mst perform well to produce desired 
end results." 
1 Fannie w. Dunn, "What is Instructional Supervision", Proceedings of 
National Education .Association, Vol. 61, 1923. P• 763. 
12 
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"1. Skill in leadership. 
2. Skill in Human relations. 
3. Skill in group processes. 
4. Skill in persomel administration. 
5. Skill in persomel evaluation" !/ 
School a.dmin1 stration is so closely- a.llied to supervision 
that ·t o distinguish them will not be attempted.. Various meanings to 
fit the two areas can oftentimes 'be interchanged with ~rfect har-
mo~. In. a1 article in Clearing House for November 1948, C.F. 
McCormick st·ates, 
"School administration must become the process 
of working with people, to set goals, to build 
organizational relationships, to distribute re-
sponsibility, to develop prograns and eva.l11at.e re-
sults. The :p.u"pose of school adminstration must 
become the purpose of education itself. The new 
type administrator does not work over but with 
other teachers for the good of the whole entel'l-
prise." y 
There can .be little or no cooperation without organize.-
tion a.ai a fiow of communication which must be two directional. 
Though this type of adlllinistration makes great demands on the prin-
cipal it is well worth the etfort in the results obtained. 
writes, 
Cole in the American School Board Journal for June 1949 
"Good school administration is dependent 
upon the ability of a croup of individuals to 
get along together. It is built o:n human unlier-
sta.nding, respect, and .faith in one another. It 
begins with the board of education and the su~ 
erintendent of schools. While it is predicted 
t!---· ":"-r-='"~""="="'~ !/Kimball Wiles, op. c~. . P• 10. 
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g/c.F.McCoraick, "Clues to Better Administration", Clearing House, 
Vol. 23 #3, November, 1948. P• 1.31. 
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on a basic philoso:Pty of education the final test 
or a good supervisory program is how it affects 
boys and girls. No matter how correct it may be 
it is useless unless it contributes to the wel-
fare of the pupils." !/ 
1. Classroom Visitation 
The classroom visit as a Deans of supervision is widely 
used though often the value derived from such visits is nil. '!bey 
may be announced, unannounced, or on call. The on-call vi sits should 
be made at the invitation of the teacher. Haman in the American 
School Board Journal of June 1'49 writes, "There are distinct limi-
tations to the on-call type or superrlsory visit. Teachers who 
need it most call for it least md teachers who ask for visitation 
ma.y make elaborate preparations which do not give a true picture at y 
The frequent short visit is valuable ant much can be 
gained from it, although there are times when a prolonged visit is 
advantageous and desirable. The most successful programs of visit-
ation are in operation where the principal varies the length of hie 
visits am has time budgeted for them. 
There should be purpose to a classroom visit. Accord-
iDg to stcne, 
"The principals purpose in observing the 
1 Robert M. Cole 1 "A Basic Philosophy of Education, 11 American School 
~ard Journal, Vol. 118 #6, June, 1949. P• 27. 
y Allen G. Haman, "Classroom Visitaticn As A Fo:rm Of Supervision," 
American Sehool Board Journal, Vol. 118 #6, June, 1949. P• 39. 
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classroom activities should be to determine the 
strcng points that he may encourage the teacher, 
through detlnite, truthful canmendation, a1d to 
locate the problems, difficulties, failures md 
lacks in order to be able to give definite help 
when needed • tt !/ · 
The cmduct of the supervisor llbile Cll classroom visits 
has been widely di sc ussed and there is gene ra1 agreement on most 
issues. It Sioul.d be no unusual affair and should occasion no dis-
turbance. Recitations should not be broken in to unless the teacbe r 
requests it md the atmosphere should be me of' friendliness and 
cordiality. "The dtildrec should see the principal as a welcome 
frien:i whose p:noJ sene e does not materl. ally affect what goes on or y 
lihat happen a. 11 
Note taking by supervisors is not widely used though 
soa supervisors still take this DJ3thod to give detail to their 
visits. Haman in the .Anmrican School Ebard Journal writes, "studies 
show there is a wide variation in keeping of' records about visiting 
trips. The majority of' supervis:>rs tod!\f write a few very brief' 
. J! 
notes after a visit rut none within the classroom." 
In general classroom visitation is regarded more highly 
by pE":in cipal s than by teachers. Mel by found, "studies show. that 
teachers are not satisfied with the classroom visitatim by supe:r-
visors. There are too many unannounced visits md there are not 
i/Cl.arence R. stone, Supervision of' the Elenentarz School, Houghton 
Mifflin Compa1y, Ebstcn, 1929. p. 66. 
Yills!.· P· 67. 
J.l Allen E. Hamm, op. cit. P• 40. 
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enough conferences before or after the visits." Teachers feel 
that visitatien as a supervisory tool is much used though it is 
generally of little value. Melby further found, 
"• ... from the principals point of view visitation 
was very time consuming if properly done. The 
study shows that principals are divided in opinion 
as to how much time should be spent on any parti-
cular visit. Twenty-five per cent said their 
visits averaged one period; twenty-five per cent 
said their visits averaged one hal£ a period and 
the remaining 50 per cent stated that their 
visits were very short." ?J 
It is very difficult to draw definite conclusions about 
classroan visitation. Studies show it is used much, With va.rying 
degrees of success. Teachers rate it far less effective than do 
principals as a supervisory tool but considering how it is usually 
done, the over-all effectiveness probably is _not great. 
2. Conferences and Faculty Meetings 
In the busy life of a school principal it becomes neces-
sary to meet with many people and to hold meetings of his staff. 
These meetings vary in nature and the results w.Ul largely depend 
upon the principal himself'. If he has a pleasing personality- and 
good rapport with his staff he can bring his faculty together where 
they will work cooperatively. This will lessen his work to a large 
1 :---=~~=-=-YE·O.Melby, A Critical Study of the Existing Organization and .Admin-
I 
tj 
:j 
I 
I 
istration of Supervision, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, 
Illinois, 1929. P•· 99. 
Y,ibid. P• 192. 
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degree. 
The general faculty meetings is an area where consid-
erable conflict between views of principals and teachers exists. 
Wiles, in his modern book on supervision has this to say- about 
faculty meetings. . 
"Literature of supervision praises faculty 
meetings as a way of improving the quality of 
the staff and the school program. Teachers 
however, do not think they are valuable. When 
teachers are asked about faculty meetings, the 
sto:cy is al:~ogether different. They rate 
faculty meetings very low as places for secur-
ing ideas about better teaching. Teachers have 
come to expect nothing from faculty meetings 
and wait impatiently for meetings to end. 11 Y 
Melby, found that, "••••Principals rate general faculty 
meetings high as a technique for supervision but that teachers did y 
not. mare this enthusiasm. 11 
In general it ma;r be said that faculty meetings are not 
too acceptable as a supervisory aid, though this is to a large extent 
due to the supervisor himself. They can be very valuable. I.f .fac-
ulty meetings were confined to matters pertaining to improvement of 
instruction they "WOuld be more popular. Too often they are consumed 
with small talk and irrelevatt details that qt~ickly make teachers 
lose interest. Short special meetings or bulletins should be used to 
disseminate general in.fonnation. 
i/Kimball Wiles, Supervision For Better Schools, Prentice-Hall , I.~c . , 
New York, 1951. P• 150. 
,g,/E.O.Mel.by, op. cit. P• ll2. 
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stone writes in regard to faculty meetings, 
"There are two main .functi ons of the profe&-
sional meetings of the faculty of the school. 
OccasionallY a teacher's meeting should deal with 
a supervisory project that concerns all the 
teachers of the building. The other function is 
that of broadenmg the views of the teachers with 
reference to the meanings a.rxi aims of education, 
thus securing their attention and reaction to new 
developments in education • Objectives related to 
the secom function will probably be most effec-
tively realized ~ presenting new points of view, 
new conceptions of the theory of education, and 
illustrations of application in actual procedures. 
Too often teachers are attempting to ptt into 
operation new procedures without understaming the 
underlying educational concepticns. 11 !/ 
Educators do not entirely agree as to when faculty meet-
ings should be held to make them most successful. They are held 
bef ore scllool, during the lunch hour, after school or in the oven-
ing on school days, and are sanetin:es held on Saturday mrnings. 
Studies show that the most popular dq of the week or the day they 
are held most frequm tl..y to be Tuesdq in the afternoon, wt local 
areas vary fran this practice. In some states such as California 
and Oregm where teachers are hired on nDre a tu.ll time basis, than 
teachers in the east, it is quite canmon to require teachers to spend 
at least part of Saturday mornings :in staff meetings. TMre is gen-
eral agreement however, that a1 air of informality should prevail at 
18 
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meetings and wherever possible some type of refreshmEDts be served. •I 
The group oonfermces mould be differentiated from the 
1 Clarence R. Stone, Supervision of the Elementary School, Houghton 
Mif flin Ccmpany, Bostoo, 1929. P• 70. 
faculty meeting only by the personnel that attend them. stone re-
marks thus about group conferences, 
"In the special group conferences, teachers 
who .have co111110n lmowledges, work arxl skills, · 
meet together under the leadership of the prin-
cipal to discuss their .problems md arrive at 
conclusions agreeable to all. They may also 
include 112etings of teachers from the same 
grBde or groups of grades." 
"A part of the conference · should include 
constructive criticism but the principal should 
have something good as veil as poor to say. 
They should be :initiated by both parties am or 
short duration \!here this is possible." !,1 
3. stimulation and Directicn of Professic>nal Growth 
The stimulation of professional growth of the staff is 
l.argel7 the job or the administrative head and lllhere it falls down 
the principal i• usually at fault. Second rate teachers also can 
contr.il:llte to a lack of professimal pride mc:l growth in-service. 
educaticn. 
Barr, Blrton and Brueckner, write on teacher growth and 
"The term, training of teachers inservice is 
nq longer in good repute. A cooperative effort 
produces teacher growth in a situation where 
administrators, supervisors and teachers all 
leam. The modem cmcept of supervision holds 
that all teachers S'lould have opportunities for 
growth, cooperative analysis of their probl.EIII.s 
and an opportunity to see various techniques 
that will help solve the problems that eonfront 
them. Teachers are anxious to iaprove thtd.r 
etfecti veness, more of'tm apathy is d.ue to lack 
of organization and leadership from the admin-
istrative etaf'f. Imposed tr8:l.nin« in service is 
II . . !/cl&rence . R. stone, op, cit. P• 67. 
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being replaced qy a willing self-directed growth 
on the part of teachers." y' . 
:furta1 refers to the pN bltlll in this way, 
"Unfortunately many powerful influences work 
against improvement among teachers, not the least 
of which is poor planning and poor preliminary 
tra:ining. .Another important obstacle to progre·ss 
is the natur8.1 inertia of those individuals who 
dislike to be disturbed by new ideas and new 
methOds ld.th their attenient effort. 1be admin-
istration is vecy often to blame for this situa-
tion and sometine s seems to reward those most who 
disturb progress the least." y 
The good inservice training program utilizes all avail-
able remourees in bringing to the staff new ideas arxl methods. other 
supervia:>rs and educational experts may be used to implemEnt this pro-
gram. Extension Courses can be secured and recom.ended for teachers 
and the supervisor should set himself up as a consultant on courses 
\tilich will achieve desired results. Good supervision includes sound 
concepts of teacher growth. 
4• standardized Testing 
Tests of many forms are being used more than ever in the 
supervisorY- program of the elementary schools. Important men in 
education have come to realize the great importance of standardized 
testing as a technique for better supervision of the school. Stand-
ardized tests have improved a great deal in recent years and now are 
!fA. s. Barr, Willi&m H. &rtoo., Leo J. Bru.eckner, Supervisiq,n, Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1947• P• 566. 
6/Willian H. Burtcn, The Guidance of Leaming Activities, D. Appleton- j 
Century Compa.Il1', New York, 1944. P• 187 • !I 
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a component part of ma~ educational systems. stone writes, 
"Another means of lllpervision is the stand-
ardized test. They my be used to good ad-
vantage for survey p.uposes and as a means of 
achievement :in which the school is least 
etrective. However, lilenever tests are used by 
a principal or teacher !or special classificaticn 
the cha1ces of error in a particular individuals 
score smuld be kept in mind and adjustments 
made as an accumulation of other eT.idence justi-
fies them." !/ 
Jacobsen am Reavis state -
"Testing has not been used in supervision as 
lddely as it deserves. Though it appears that 
comparatively few supervisors are using tests as 
a means of evaluation, nevertheless a large 
majority of those employing them, estimate the 
results as very successful." y 
Tests may be used for many purposes but all point towant 
i.Jnprcwement of instruction. They mq be used to: 
"1. Find the status of a school system. 
2. Set staldards for pupil achievanent. 
3. Measurement of pupil progress. 
4. Stimulatioo of iaprovemen t of instruction. 
5. Motivation of the pupils. 
6. Pupil guidance. Jl 
The abcwe list mentions some of the ways testing may be 
used in the superrl sicn of :instructi'oo. Iniications are, that this 
is a valuable techn i que snd will be used more in the fu.ture. 
!/Clarence R. Stone, Supervision of the Elementary School, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, &stcn, 1929. P• 80. 
yPaul B. Jacobsen md W.C.Rea"Vis, Duties of School Principals, Prmtice-
Hall, Inc., New York, 1942. P• 298. 
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5. Miscellaneous · Superv.t sory Activities 
There are so many things that come under the head of 
supervision arxi administration it would be useless to try to elaborate 
on them here. A principal t s job is one of forever wrestling w.i.th 
pxo l:iens of ruses, hot lunch programs, audio-visual aids, et cetera, 
that seem to prevent him from ever getting his work done. These prob-
lems, though largely local in scope, are very time eonsuming and re-
quire much effort. What one principal does in any particular in-
stance m~ not 1«>rk well at all in another, and all are greatly de-
pendent upon local conditions which should be seriously considered 
when surveying an overall supervisG:ey situation. 
There is one phase of the situation that remains con-
stant however, this being the everyday office work that all princi-
pals must do or cause· to be dm.e. The organization of studies for 
effective school management is imperative and planning should. be com-
plete arxi thorough. Most schools have some type of an office though 
many have little or no clerical help to run them. Jacobsen and 
Reavis write on school offices, 
"An examination of the available published 
plans of modem school buildings drawn for 
school systems throughout the country shows 
that the conception of office layouts are in 
advance of those in use in the majority of 
city schools." !/ 
otto in his work on school offices finds, 
1 ~· P• 183. 
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"The principal 1 s off' ice in an elementary school 
should. be viewed as a service l.Ulit. Tqe space 
ltlieh comprises the office quarters as well as the 
equipment and the office persormel are there f'or 
but one reason, to render services to the on-going 
program of the school. The chief' functions served 
~ a school office are: 
1. As a .focal point of relations with the 
school system. 
2. As the hub of teacher and pupil personnel 
services. 
3. As a ccnference room. 
4. As the focus of contacts with parents md 
other vi si. tors. 
5. To provide a workroom for teachers. 
6. To provide a workroom for the principal. 
7. As a center for the professional aeti v.tties 
of' the faculty. 
g. As a center for the managEID.ent and super-
vision of textbooks and supplies. 
9. As a center for the preparation and housing 
of records. 
10. As a clearing house for the many details 
encountered in the operation of a school." !/ 
These are some of' the functions of ·the elementary school 
office, md although most principals perform or cause to be done all 
of' the thmgs m the list, ·many could be JUt under one heading. The 
fact of the matter is tha~ most principals have inadequate office 
space md little or no clerical help to relieve them of' this type of 
activity. Otto writes further -
"Whenever a principal is required or elects 
to do ordinary office work, he is wasting tille 
md energy which rlf)ltfully belong to supel\-
vision md aaainistration. A clerk mould be 
employed to carry on office work efficiently at 
a salary coDII'lensurate with the nature of the 
duties performed." y I·~~ !/Henry J. ·Otto, Administration of the Elementary School, Appleton-
Centur;r - C~fts, Ire., New York, 1944. P• 493. 
!I 
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Little em be accomplished in the wa:y of improvement where this is 
not or cannot be done. One of the most legitimate grippes of ele-
mentary school principals is lack. of clerical assistance. 
Much has bem said about the evaluation of the supervi-
sory program but fro~ the Eighth Yearbook of the Department of Super-
intendence ccnes a rather short, complete summing up: 
"There -are four main methods of evaluating the 
success of a supervisory program: They are: 
1. Measured changes in the achievement of pupils. 
2. Measured ehanges :in teaching procedures. 
3. Observed changes in the teaching or learning 
si. tuation a1d in the co~ity. 
4. A change in the judgment of individuals." 1/ 
The Teaching Principal -
11A principal mq be able to do effective supervi-
sory work without being able to teach, but, other 
things being equal, the principal lbo is a skillful 
teacher has a distinct ai vantage. It is well for a 
principal to do sane teaching occasionally and to 
check up his own teachi.rig in detail :in order that 
he ma:y better understand the situation in which the 
teacher is placed, and the difficulties involved in 
actually applying the principles of teaching in a 
particular si. t uation. 11 y 
l4any principals .teach regular classes at least part of 
!.(Naticn al Education As~ciation, Eighth Yearbook of the Department 
of Superintendence, The ~uperintenderrt SUrveys Supervision, N.E.A. 
Washington, 1929. P• 99~ 
!/Clarence R. stcne, SUpervisioo of the Elementaq School, Houghton 
Mi f fl i n Company, Boston, 1929. P• 75• 
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the tim! blt where they do not, a good solution is to do demonstration 
teaching. This type of activity gives the principal a chance to show 
a parti wlar teacher how good teaching tec:tlniques may be applied and 
also gi. ves him a chance to bring to that teacher, points where she 
mC\1 be weak. 
Melqy's stu~ showed, " •••• teachers as a group regard 
dem:mstra.tion lessons as a valuable supervisory technique, 64 per cent 
of them stated they would like to see more demonstration teaching 
while 12 per cent stated they did not experience it at all." 
The use of demoostration teaching as a supervisory aid 
is not as popular today as in years past. It . is felt by some educa-
tional experts, that it is a mistake for principal a t o do demonstra-
tion teaching. The tm necessazy far proper preparation plus the 
fact that the supervisor is going into an artificial situation makes 
the results achieved somewhat doubtful. However, where demonstration 
teaching is dooe, DUCh worl<: and preparation should go into it. stone, 
commenting upon demnstration teach:ing SEW's, 
"When demoostration lessens are taught they 
fil.ould be well prepared and thought through. 
Conferences should be held afterwards and dis-
cussion of the lesson in view of desired out-
comes talked over. Techniques involved need 
to be explained and urrlerstood. It is very 
important that proper preparation of the 
teachers for effective observation, take place 
ani that meaningful conferences be held." y 
!,IE.O.Melby, A Critical study" of the Existing Organization and Admin-
istration of Superv.ision, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, 
Illinois, 1929. P• 29. 
g/Clarence R. Stone, ~· P• 79. 
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So much is mentioned, in literature, about the principal 
and his various a.ctiv.l.ties it is well to review some data on the time 
principals spend in a supervisol"Y' or ad11inistrative capacity. Some 
supervis6ry. activities which are quite time con8UIIing include, class-
room 'Vi Si.tation, administrative detail, includ:lng office work, in-
service training of peracnnel and evaluation. 
Kyte sqs this atout the principal and the amount of time 
he uses on various activities. 
"Investigations regarding the distribution of 
the principal!a time disclose that hie supervisory 
visits to classrooms abaorb more time tha.l"!. anr 
other stngle activity in which he engages. Since 
Slpervision of teaching is his major function, he 
should spend con slderable time in classrooms. The 
su.pervisory visit enables him to obt.ain first hand 
informatiat essential to his efficient performance 
of all other aeti vities." !/ 
Furthermore, according to Kyte, "••••supervisors are 
spending more time on a single supervisory visit." He continues, 
. "A comparison ot the authors findings w.i.th those 
ef earlier studies disclosed that principals are in-
creasing the length of their supeni sory visits to 
the classroom. Less than 2> per cent of the non-
teaching principal• averaged under 20 minutes a 
u s:i. t in a classroom and 40 per cent averaged at 
least 30 minutes per nsit. The teaching princi-
pal spent al.llost 25 minutes per classroom visit. 11 y 
Numerous studies have been made in re~erence to allocation 
of the elementary principal$ time and at least five &tudies have been 
i/George c. Kyte, The PrinciP!l at Work, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1941. 
P• 241• 
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made in reference to the ideal. The Eighth Yearbook o! the Depart-
ment o! Superintendence of the National Education Association states, 
· "The ideal distribution of allocation of the 
elementary principals time, as averaged from 
!i ve major atudies indicates the following 
a.s ideal distrib.ltion of the principals time; 
41 per cent to supervision; 24 per cent to 
administration; · 7 per cent to clerical duties; 
6 per cent to teaching; 22 per cent to all 
other activities." !/ . 
. Melby, in his stud;r of supervision in 171 cities of over 
10,000 population found, "•• •• that principals spend about one half y 
their time in supervisory activities." However, it should be 
noted that near~ eve~rincipal did not teach. 
· Hampton.'s study mentioned elsewhere, makes a complete 
breakdo\Cl of time spent by the principal on various activities. Hi• 
study is perhaps one o! the most complete studies that has ever been 
made. 
t 
"Hamptons stud;r o! Time Allocation for the Elementary 
School Principal." 
"Direct Supervision of Teaching 
.Stimulating PrOfessional Growth and 
Improving Conditions for Teaching 
Total for Supervision of Instruction 
if/National Education Association, Eighth Yearbook, Department of 
Superintendence, op. cit. P• 2.5. 
y:E.O.Mel.b;r, Organization and .Administration of Supervision, North-
western University, Contributions to Education, Pa.blic School Publishing 
Company, Bloomington, illinois, 192'• P• 2;. 
J/William o. Hampton, loc. cit. P• .57. 
ll 
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Administrative Activities 
Total Relating to Supervision 
Care of Plant 
Health and student Welfare 
Programs a1 d Exercises 
Ccnferences 
Discipline 
:fu.siness Affairs 
Extra Curricular Activities 
Working on Tin:e Saving Devices 
Miscellaneous 
Total Ad.ministrati ve 
Social Activities 
Teaching Duties 
Clerical Duties 
Total All Activities 
7.57% 
5.24% 
1.15% 
4.60% 
12.11% 
6.25% 
4.69% 
7.54% 
2.43% 
13.88% 
65.36% 
2.26% 
3.94% 
8.36% 
The per cent of t:i2 consumed in the administrative area 
appears to be unusually high b1 t according to Melby there is reason to 
doubt the reliability of other studies which were not nearly as care-
fully done and show much less time spent on administration. 
In 1928 the Department of National Elementary Princi-
pals in their Seventh Yearbook made a stlXiy of habits and time spent 
!I 
b7 elementary principals. The study shows that :in schools up to 
500 pupils, supervisors made 10.10 classroom visi. ts per week and from 
500 pupils up they msde visits averaging 12.68 times per week and that 
the visits averaged from 26 minutes to 30 m:i.nutes in length. The 
median length of all ~lassroan visiting was 21. minutes for each visit. 
1 ational Educaticn Association, 7th Yearoook Department of Elementar.r 
Principals, The Principal and the Elementary School. Published by 
National Ed.ucaticn Assod.ation. Department of Elementary Principals, 
Washington, D.c., 1928. P• 156 • . 
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Over 26 per cent of all visits were Under 15 m:inutes in duration. 
Of the 614 principals polled, 58 per cent took no notes. The re-
mainder took notes of some form or other but 41.4 per cent of those 
who took notes never made any results of note taking available to 
. teachers. This indicates that the visits were largely inspectatorial 
in nature rather than supervisory and perhaps accounts for their 
breVity. 
The Seventh Yearbook continues, 
"Ideals as to time consumption are very good 
in theory but in actual practice do not work out 
ao well. There are many local situations where 
such ideals could not be attained and it is under 
euch conditions that the community should urge 
~~e use of these data as a starting point for 
further investigation." !/ 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
When it had been established that the problem was to be a 
survey of New Hampshire Elementary School Principals, to detel'IDine 
the amount of time spent on various supervisor;y and administrative 
activities, plans were immediately' made to construct an instrument 
for this purpose. References were studied to .f'1nd the areas where 
elementary principals spent the most of their time and how much time 
was actual.ly expended in accomplishing these things. From this in-
formation a rough dratt of the questionnaire was made. 
The first draft of the instrument proved to be too long 
and too detailed. Thanks te the help of the writers advisor and the 
seminar class, the questionnaire was refined and again presented tor 
approval. The second draft proved to be more aciequate but still was 
not quite the product desired and another conference with the advisor 
was necessary-. As a result of this conference the questionnaire in 
it's final form took shape. 
During the time that the survey instrument was being con-
structed double postal cards, Ol'le of them self-addressed to this 
writer, were mailed to each elementary principal in the state of New 
!I 
Hampshire who taught 50 per cent or less of the time. This card, 
.i/See Appendix A 
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described to the principals what was being attempted and asked their 
cooperation in completing a questionnaire if one were Jll&iled to them. 
The card gave each principal a chance to indicate whether or not he 
would fill out an inquiry form if one was to be sent to him and to 
further indicate whether a summary of the findings was desired. 
There are 46 principal• in New Hampshire who fall within the 
limits of the category decided upon and as the writer is oae of them, 
45 of the cards previously mEiltioned were posted. Within a two week 
peii.od .39 of the principals had replied. Seven of the cards were never 
returned and it is asslDled these principals had no interest in the 
study. Of those that returned cards 34 expressed their willingness to . 
cooperate while 4 principals decided they could not participate. 
Reasons given were: 
1. Too busy to be bothered 2 
2. Positian entailed college teaching 
giving invalid results 1 
3. No reason given .1:... 
Total 4 
When the majority of the cards had ~een returned, question-
!/ 
naires, with a self addressed stamped envelope, were mailed to 
each principal who had said he would cooperate. Within a month all 34 
of the questionnaires had been ccmpleted and returned. to the sender, 
so that these plus the one done by the writer made a total return of 
35 questionnaires from the 46 principals in New Hampshire who are ill 
the previously mentioned categpr,y. 
}/See Appendix B 
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This represents 76.09 per cent of the Elementary School 
Principals in New Hampshire who teach 50 per cent of the time or less. 
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aJAPl'ER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DAT~ 
General Findings 
The findings in this stuey- cover a broad area in New 
Hampshire, as there is a st:~tewide distrirution of retums. The 
completed questionnaires from 35 ot the 4' New Hampshire Elementary 
Principals, who devote 50 per cent or less of their time tc teaching;' 
represented 76.08 per cent of the schools in the state in the above 
category md results are of a good cross section. 
Twenty eolllllWlities representing 35 schools rePQrted and 
school populations as in Table I were listed. 
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TARE I POPULATION OF NE\'1 HAMPSHIRE ELBlfl!NTARY SCHOOLS COVERED BY 
'lH IS STUDY 
Community No. of Schools Population 
A M 1 600 
B 1 600 
A 1 460 
c 1 450 
D 1 425 
E 1 425 
F 1 410 
G 1 400 
A 1 400 
H 1 400 
I 1 390 
A 1 386 
J p 1 380 
I c 1 375 
L 1 348 
M 1 340 
N 1 326 
0 1 325 
A 1 300 
p 1 290 
K 1 290 
A 1 253 
j( 2 250 
J 1 250 
J 1 240 
A 1 230 
K 1 230 
Q 1 230 
R 1 220 
J 1 205 
J 1 200 
s 1 200 
T 1 180 
J 1 102 
Totals 20 35 ll,363 
Table l shows that there are 20 communities in which the 
survey was taken with 35 schools represented. Scllool populations 
34 
ranged from 105 to 600 J;llpils md the average school population was 
324.66 students. The tot.al enrollment figures in all schools covered 
with 11,363 pupils. 
TABLE IT POPULATION OF THE TWENTY TOmS AND CITIES IN WHICH THE 
SOH OOLS OF THE S'IUDY WERE LOCATED 
Population No. of Towns No. of Principals 
Participating Participating 
80,000 1 7 
34,000 1 1 
30,000 . 1 5 
lS,OOO 1 6 
15,000 1 1 
s,ooo 1 1 
5,000 2 2 
4,000 1 1 
3,500 2 2 
3,000 1 1 
2,500 5 5 
2,000 1 1 
1,500 2 2 
Totals 20 35 
The pop.ll.ation of the communities that were covered by the 
study varied widely. It included all of the larger cities in New 
Hanpshire plus many smaller towns. Table II shows that the popu-
lations ranged from 1500 to 80,000 people ani also indicates the 
number of principals re:tresented in each coDIIIUnity. 
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TABLE III . NUMBER CF YEARS PRINCIPALS HAVE HELD A PRINCIPALSHIP 
IN SCHOOLS COVEJED BY . THE STUDY 
that the study covered had. less than 10 years experience as a prin-
cipal. 
Table III shows clearly that 65.72 per cent of the princi-
pals have been pr:incips.ls for 10 years or less and only 34.28 per 
cent have been principals for longer than 10 years. 
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Classroom Visitation 
Classroom visitation was used as a supervisor.y technique b.r 
most of the principals who were surveyed. 
TABLE IV SUPERVIOORY PRACTICES OF PRINCIPALS 
T,ype of Supervision No. of Principals Per cent 
Classroom Visitation 11 31.43 
Conferences 5 14.29 
-Inservice Training l 2.85 
A Combination of Above 18 51.43 
Totals 35 100.00 
Table IV indicates that a large part of the supervision done 
by New Ha11pshire Elementar.y School Principals who teach 50 per cent 
of the time or less,is either done through classroom activities or a 
combination of the items included in the table. In fact 82.85 per 
cent of the supervision is done in these W83"8• 
As far as announcement of visitation b.r the supervisor was 
concerned, 27 of 35 questioned stated that their visits were usually 
unannounced; 2 stated that their visits were announced and 6 stated 
that the,y used both methods. From these figures 77.14 per cent of 
the principals use the less valuable method of the unannounced class-
room visit. 
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TAEI.E V FREQUENCY CF CLASSBOCM VISITATION-
Frequency No. of Principals Per cent 
Daily s 22.86 
Three times per week 4 ll.43 
Twice a week 3 8.57 
cnce a week 8 22.86 
Twice a mmth 4 11.43 
Monthly 1 2.86 
Three times a year 2 5.71 
According to need 3 ~.57 
Not answered 2 5.71 
Totals 35 100.00 
Tap].e V shows the frequency of visiting varied from a daily 
visit to only 3 visits per year. Results show further that 22.86 
per cent of the principals visi. t each classroom daily and that 65.72 
per cent of them vi si.t eaeh classroom at least once each week. 
The questionnaire shoiled that the len&t;h of the visit depended 
to a large extent upon the teacher being visited and that the fre-
quency of visitation also depmded upon the teacher. Twenty-six ot 
the 35 principals questioned or a total of 74.29 per cent stated that 
the length of their visit depended upon the partieular teacher con-
earned, also 77.14 per cent stated that the frequency of visitation 
was regulated to a large extent to whom was being visited. It wal3 
interesting to note that 28 of 35 principals questioned followed up 
visits with conferences. This represents so.oo per eent who use this 
su:J:ervi t:X>ry technique. 
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TAILE VI DISTRIHJTION OF TIME SPENT CN A SJPERVISORY VISIT 
. Time :in Minutes No. of Principals Per cent 
10 2 5.71 
15 10 28.58 
20 9 25.72 
25 2 5.71 
30 6 17.15 
40 3 8.57 
45 1 2.85 
60 2 5.71 
Totals 35 100.00 
. The length of time spent on the supervisory visit was from 10 
minutes to 60 minutes wlth an average of 24 minutes per visit. Table 
VI indicates that most visits are of relatively short duration with 
60.01 per cent being 20 m:inutes or less in length • 
. The studT revealed that teachers who were visited most fre-
quently were apt to be inexperienced teachers. 
TABLE VII DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS FOR MORE ~Ul!NT SUPERVISORY 
VISITS BY THE PRINCIPAL 
Reason for Visit No. of Principals 
New and inexperienced 
' . Teachers 13 
'l'hos e who ask for help 11 
Traditimal Teachers 2 
Qu!stion unanswered 9 
Totals 35 
· Per cent 
37.14 
31.43 
5.71 
25.72 
100.00 
11 39 
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It can be seen from table VII that principals who were in-
eluded in the study; "Visit most frequently the teachers who are in-
experienced and mo ask for help. Twenty-four of 35 principals or 
68.57 per cent visit classrooms more frequent~ for these reasons. 
TAm.E VIII RESPONSIBILITY F<R ADMlNISTRATION CF THE STANDARDIZED 
TESTING IROGRAM 
Indi v.id ual No. Per cent 
Principal 17 48.58 
Guidance Officer 7 20.00 
Teachers 5 14.29 
Entire Staff 4 ll.43 
Assistant Superintendent 1 2.85 
No Program 1 2.85 
Totals 35 100.00 
Table VIII is important because it shows rather clearly that 
most of the schools included in the survey use a standardized testing 
- program. Only one scb:>ol does not use this supervisory technique, 
thus 34 of the 35 schools or 97.14 per cent of the schools in the 
study use this device. Furthemore in 48.58 per cent of the schools, 
the principal is wholly responsible for the administration of the 
testing program, a1d in another ll.43 per cent of the schools he is 
partially responsible. Thus in 60.01 per cent of the cases the prin-
cipal is whol~ or partly responsible for the administration of the 
testing program of his school. 
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TABLE IX DAYS TEACHERS MEETINGS ARE HEID 
Dq No. of Principals Per cent 
Mondq 6 17.14 
Tuesday 5 14.28 
Wednesdq 8 22.86 
Thursday 2 5.72 
Friday 2 5.72 
Saturday 0 oo.oo 
· No Definite Day 6 17.14 
Unanswered 6 17.14 
Totals 35 100.00 
It can be seen from table IX that there is really no definite 
day of the week when the principals feel it is best to hold Teacher's 
Meetings. It is apparent that the first part of the week is considered 
by them to be the best time to hold meetings with Wednesdey- the most 
popular dey-. Furthermore, 54.28 per cent of the meetings fall on one 
of the first 3 days of the school week. 
TAmE X lENGTH OF TEACE:ERS MEETINGS 
Mfuutes No. of Meetings 
90 7 
75 5 
60 11 
50 1 
45 3 
30 2 
Not answered 6 
Total 35 
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Results of table X show that teacher's meetings vary in length 
from J) minutes to 90 minutes, with a larger percentage of the meetings 
being one hour in length. The average length of the teachers meeting 
in schools participating in the . study was 66 minutes. 
TABLE XI NUMmR OF YEARS PRINCIPALS T.~UGHT BEFORE OBTAINJN G FIRST 
PRIN CIPAL3:IIP 
No. of Years No. of Principals Per cent 
0 4 ll.42 
1 1 2.86 
2 4 11.42 
3 2 5.71 
4 1 2.86 
5 3 8.57 
6 3 8.57 
8 5 14.28 
10 2 5.71 
12 1 2.86 
14 1 2.86 
15 1 2.86 
18 1 2.86 
20 1 2.86 
21 1 2.86 
22 1 2.86 
23 1 2.86 
25 1 2.86 
26 1 2.86 
Totals 35 100.00 
Table XI mows how long various principals taught before o'l>-
taining their first princi~lship. The average time a principal taught 
before obtaining her first principalfbip was 8.8 years. There are 25 
principals out of the 35 questioned who taught 10 years or less before 
· obtaining their first principal.ship, this is a total of 71.43 per cent 
while ll.42 per cent received principalships with no prior experience. 
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.TABLE XII YEARS OF POST-SECCNDARY EDUCATIOO OF PRINCIPALS 
No. of Years No. of Principals Per cent 
2 8 22.86 
3 1 2.86 
4 8 22.86 
5 12 34.29 
6 5 14.27 
7 1 2.86 
Totals 35 100.00 
..TABLE XIII NUMBER AND TYPE OF MOST ADVANCED DEGREE HELD BY PRIN-
CIPALS 
Degree N.o. of Principals Per cent 
Non 10 28.57 
B.A. 2 5.71 
B.s. in Ed. 8 22.86 
M.A. 1 2.86 
M.Ed. 13 37.14 
D.Ed. 1 2.86 
Totals 35 100.00 
Tables Xll and XIII show· the number of years of post-secondary 
education principals who took part in the survey have and the most 
a:lvanced degrees they hold. The majority of principals, 57.15 per 
cent have either four or five years post-secondary education and 42.86 
per cent hold the Master's Degree. One principal or 2.86 per cent 
holds the degree of Doctor of Education. Altogether from all princi-
pals questioned 71.43 per cent hold one . or more degrees. 
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TABLE AI!/ INSTITUTIONS ~'HERE PRINCIPALS RECEIVED A LARGER PART OF 
'IHEm TRAINING 
F:rom table XIV it can be seen that Plymouth Teachers College 
was most attended by the New Haupshire Elemmtary Principals included 
in the study. The table mows that 25.72 per cent of them received a 
larger part of their education from this i...'lstitution while 11.43 per 
cent attemed Boston University . Keene Teachers College, Gorham 
Teachers College and Portsmuth Training School were attended by 8.56 
per cent of the principals surveyed while 5.71 per cent attended the 
University of New Hampshire. Al~gether there were 17 institutions 
represented m the study 'h'here the principals included in it received 
the major part of their post-secondary education. 
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'!he majority of tte }rinci.pal.e in the study do no actual 
teaching. There are 22 of the 35 or 62.86 per cent of those question-
ed who are non-teaching. The 13 remaining principals teach in var;y-
ing anoun~. Four principals or ll.43 per cent teach 50 per cent ef 
the time, one principal or 2.86 per cent teaches 40 per cent of the · 
time, seven principals or 20 per cent of them teach 20 per cent of 
the time and one principal or 2.86 per cent teaches ' 10 per cent of 
the time. It was further stated that no principal taught demonstra-
tion lessons often, 45.71 per cent or 16 principals taught demonstra-
tion lessens occasionally 'While 54.29 per cent or 19 of them never 
tsught demonstration lessons. Principals seldan have to act as sub-
11 stitute teachers. Eight pr:incipals or 22.86 per cent never do any-
II 
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liR.lbstituting, 25 principals or 71.43 per cent seldom have to perform 
this activity and only 2 principals or 5.71 per cent often act as 
substitute teachers. 
T.AR.E XV GRADES TAOOHT BY THE PRINCJP.ALS OF THE STUDY 
Area Where Teaching No. of Principals Per cent of 
Is Dale Time Teaching 
Grade 8 only 1 50% 
Grade 2 through 6 {Remedial) 1 50% 
Grade 7 and S 1 50% 
Grade 4, 6 and 7 1 50% 
Grade 7 and 8 1 40% 
Grade 7 am 8 (Mmual 
Training) 1 20% 
Grade 3 and 4 1 20% 
Grade 1 through 6 (Remedial 
Reading) 1 20% 
Keene Teacmr s College 1 20% 
Grade 3, 7 and 8 {Remedial) 1 20% 
Grade 7 and 8 1 20% 
Grade 8 1 20% 
Grade 1 through 6 (Remedi. a1. ) 1 10% 
Total 13 
Table XV gives a break down of grades and areas where the 
teaching principals who are in eluded in the study do their teaching. 
Many of them do remedial work or teach in the upper grades. There are 
thirteen principals who are placed in a teaching category and six or 
46.15 per cent of them teach in grades seven and eight while four of 
them or 30.77 per cent do remedial work of one type or another. 
I/ 
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TABLE XVI lENGTH OF SCHOOL DAY IN SCHOOLS COVERED Bf THE STUDY 
Length of Dq No" of Schools 
4 hrs. 30 min. 2 
6 hrs. 3 
6 hrs. 10 min. 1 
6 hrs. 15 min. 9 
6 hrs. 20 min. 1 
6 hrs. 25 min. 3 
6 hrs. 3) min. 8 
6 hrs. 40 min. 1 
6 hrs. 45 min. 6 
7 hrs. 1 
Total 35 
·Table XVI shows that the length of the school day in the 
various schools included in the study varied a good deal, the short-
est being 4 hours and 30 minutes and the longest being 7 hours. The 
length of the school dq on the average was 6 hours and 15 minutes 
which incl. uded a lunch hour. 
TABLE XVII lENGTH OF 'niE LUNCH HOOR lN SCHOOLS REPRESENTED BY THE 
S'IUDY 
Length of Noon Recess No. of Schools 
40 min. 1 
45 min. 5 
60 min. 9 
75 min. 6 
so min. 1 
90 min. 8 
105 min. 5 
Total 35 
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From the a.bove ta. ble the length of the noon recess varies 
from 40 minutes to 105 minutes. The average length of this period 
was found to be 74 minutes and .30 principals of the .35 who completed 
questiormaires, or S5.71 per cent stated that they were on duty 
during this period. 
TABLE XVIII HOURS PER WEEK PRINCIPALS WORK BEYCND THE LEN cn".d OF 
THE SCHOOL DAY 
Hours per Week No. of Principals Per cent 
.30 1 2.86 
25 .3 8.57 
20 .3 8.57 
18 1 2.86 
16 2 5-71 
15 9 25.71 
12 4- ll.44 
10 9 25.71 
8 2 5.71 
5 1 2.86 
Totals .35 100.00 
The number of hours per week, principals :included in the 
study, work beyond the regular school day is shown in table XVIII. 
The extremes ranging from 5 hours to )) hours per week seem to be 
rather a large spread but the awrage of 14.5 hours per week is 
about the national average. However, the majority of the princi pals 
questioned spend less than 15 hours per week working beyond the 
length of the school day. 
Most principals who participated :in the study- supervise in 
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only one building.. there being 23 principals or 64.71 per cent in this 
category. There are 10 principals in the study who supervise in two 
buildings or 28.57 per cent, one principal has 3 buildings and another 
four • . 
Niae of the schools surveyed are classified as accredited 
Junior High Schools, 17 schools have gradee seven and eight as part 
of their elementary set up and nine schools have the sixth grade as 
their highest unit. 
TABLE XIX ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS SURVEYED 
Organization No. of Schools Per cent 
Kgn. through 6 11 31.43 
Kgn. throo.gh 8 8 22.86 
1 through 6 6 17.14 
1 through 8 6 17.14 
1 through 12 3 . 8.57 
4 through 12 1 2.86 
Totals 35 100.00 
It can be seen from table XIX that the school organization 
of most schools included in the survey follow the normal elementary 
administrative pattern of K:indergarten through grade six. There are 
11 schools or 31.43 per cent that are so classified. It is worthy' 
of note that in a state where no formal education before grade one 
is required there are 19 schools for a total of 54.28 per cent that 
have kindergartens. Also, there are 4 schools that combine the 
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elementary and the secon::lary school and include grade twelve. 
TABLE XX FULL TIME AND PART TIME TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN THE SCHOOLS 
SJRVEYED 
No. of Full Time No. of Schools Per cent No. of Schools Per cent 
and Part Full Time Part Time 
Time Teacmrs Teachers Teachers 
21 2 5.71 
19 1. 2.86 0 oo.oo 
17 3 8.57 0 oo.oo 
16 3 8.57 0 oo.oo 
15 2 5.71 0 oo.oo 
14 1 2.86 0 oo.oo 
13 3 8.57 0 oo.oo 
12 2 5.71 0 oo.oo 
11 3 8.57 0 oo.oo 
10 5 14.29 0 oo.oo 
9 2 5.71 0 oo.oo 
8 3 8.57 0 oo.oo 
7 4 11.44 1 2.86 
6 0 oo.oo 2 5.71 
5 1 2.86 3 8.57 
4 0 oo.oo 0 oo.oo 
3 0 oo.oo 4 11.44 
2 0 oo .. oo 7 20.00 
1 0 oo.oo 6 17.14 
0 0 oo.oo 12 34.28 
Totals 35 100.00 35 100.00 
Table XX shows the number of full tine md part time teachers 
employed in the participating schools. The number of full time 
teachers represented is 425 and the number of part time teachers is 
66. This makes a total of 491 teachers or approximately 15 per cent 
of all teachers in New H~pehire. The greatest number of full time 
teachers a1V school has is 21 teachers and the smallest number of 
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full time teachers in any school is 5. Part time teachers were not 
as n\lDI.erous as was anticipated, the greatest number being 7 and there 
being 12 schools who reported no part time -teachers on the starr. 
The supervision of buses, assemblies and the oot lunch pro-
gran in most oases was the responsibility of the principal. Two 
schools included in the study did not use buses at all and in 33 other 
schools where buses are used 16 principals or 48.45 per cent are re-
sponsible for supervision of them and 17 principals or 51.55 per cent, 
are not responsible for bus supervision. 
TABLE XXI PER CJ!NT CF STUDENT IDDY IN SCHOOLS SJRVEYED WHO ARE 
TRANSPORTED BY BUS. 
Per cent Transported 
90 
80 
60 
55 
50 
40 
33 1/3 
30 
25 
20 
15 
5 
3 
2 
1 
0 
No. of Schools 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
7 
2 
Table XXI :indicates there is \'d.de spread use of buses by 
various schools surveyed, the range being all the way from zero to 
!51 
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,,· t 90 per cen • 
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Altogether including all schools studied 26 per cent of 
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too students are regularly transported to school by bus. 
Reg~lar assenblies are held by only l4 of the 35 schools in-
eluded in the stud;r libile 21 other schools hold assemblies periodically 
though not regular4". All schools studied hold assemblies at one time 
or mother during the year sd 77.14 per cent or 27 principals stated. 
!! the assellblies were primarily their responsibility. 
·I 
I Furthermore 22 schools have an established hot lunch program 
IJ while 13 schools do not. However in most cases principals stated that 
'I 
where regular ho. · t lunches were not available many children brought 
I lunches from home and required noon time supervision. Twenty-four of 
the principals questioned are on duty during the noon recess or a total 
of 62.86 per cent. In the other eleven cases where the principal is not 
IJI., I en duty DO st of the children go ho2 for lunch er teachers are required 1 
to be en duty during that period. cne school pays a teacher or teach-
,, ,, 
11 ers extra to be on duty at noon time. 
11 Most schools also have sane type of audio-visual ~ogr8lll 
that is usually in the form of a sound movie projector or a film strip 
I projector and here again it is the principal who is largely respon-
jl 
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sible for its adllinistraticn. Twenty-six schools of' the 35 studied 
have a definite audio-visual program, eight other schools have a pro-
gran cf' sorts ani only one principal reported that his school had no 
program. In 34 of 35 cases or 97.14 per cent of the time the prin-
11 cipal was molly or partly res.p.•onsible for the administration of the 
I 
,, audio-visual progran. 
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TABLE XXII AMOUNT OF TM BEYOND THAT NOW AVAILABLE PRINCIPALS 
VJOULD UKE TO DEVOTE .TO. SJPERVISION 
Hours Per Week No. of Principals Per cent 
20 2 5.71 
18 1 2.86 
15 2 5.71 
12 1 2.86 
10 15 42.86 
5 1 2.86 
3 2 5.71 
Not .Answered 11 ;31.43 
Totals 35 100.00 
When principals were asked how much more time per week they 
would like to have awrl.lable for supervision 11 principals or 31.43 
per cent did not answer the question. It is assumed that either they 
feel there is time enough available or they could not estimate how 
much time they actually needed. Results of this question are tabu-
lated in table XXII. It can be seen that the majority of principals 
or 15 of them for a total of 42.86 per cent would like to have 10 
hours additional time, beyond what is now available, per week for 
supervision. There is general unanimity of opinion that 10 ad<iition-
al hours could be used. 
Many principals engage in activities that are very time con-
suming and take many hours out of a school week. There is a wide 
veriaticn as to how the time is spent and upon what activities it is 
expended. Table XXIII gives a comprehensive picture of activities in 
;I 
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which principals engage that are time consuming and the per cent of 
their time it takes to do them. 
TABLE XXIII ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN BY PRIRCIPALS OF THE STUDY AND 
PER CENT OF THE TIME C~ SUMED 
Per cent No. of Principals 
of Time 
Office Work ·Teaching Administration Supervision 
60 2 0 0 0 
55 1 0 0 0 
50 3 2 0 3 
45 0 0 0 2 
40 1 0 2 2 
35 3 0 1 0 
30 4 1 4 4 
25 6 3 6 5 
20 4 4 6 4 
15 3 4 6 5 
10 3 6 5 6 
9 0 0 0 0 
8 0 1 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 
5 1 5 l 0 
4 0 2 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 3 0 0 
Not Answered 4 4 4 4 
Tot ale 35 35 35 35 
Other 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
3 
10 . 
0 
0 
1 
1 
5 
0 
0 
1 
4 
0 
4 
35 
Table XXIII shows the various major acti vitiee the principals 
included in the study engaged in. It is interesting to follow the 
figures through and get the average time spent by each principal in 
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evezy activity. Results when averaged are important and illuminating. 
Principals spend approximately 29 per cent of their time doing office 
work and another 25 per cent on supervision. Adm:inistration consumes 
21. per cent of the time, another 14 per cent is used in teaching and 
the remaining 11 per cent of the principals time i .s used in all other 
aeti~ities. The 29 per cent of the principals time taken up by offi'ce 
work is a l:no rmally high and the need for clerical help is readily 
apparent. 
Most principals feel that if some office help could be 
provided and some administrative detail could be removed or delegated 
there would be plenty of time to do an adequate job with supervision. 
From the 35 principals polled 31 of them have no clerical help of any 
kind; 2 }rincipals have part time clerical assistance and only one 
school has a full time clerk. Only 11.43 per cent of the principal• 
have any clerical help at all and t!a.57 per cent have no assistance 
of this t ype whatsoever. These facts alone indicate very clearly one 
of the reasons why there is not time enough for supervision. 
Principals were asked to rate in order of importance the 
two things that wculd help them most in accanplishing the job of 
supervision as they .felt it should be done. 
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TAII.E XXIV ffiiNCIPALS RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO \\HAT IS MOST NEEDED 
FOR MORE /ND BETTER SUPERVISION 
Rating Activity 
First Office Help 
First No Teaching 
First Fewer Reports 
First A Guidarr:e Director 
First No Lunch Room Supervision 
First No Remedial Classes 
Not Answered 
Totals 
Second Less Administrative Detail 
Second Full Tiree Secretary . 
Second More Adequate Plant 
Second Supervise Qlly One School 
Second Have a Reading Supervisor 
Secoo.d . No Lunch Room Supervision 
No. 
Second More 'ri.Ire for Professional Growth 
Second No Remedial Classes 
Not Answered 
Totals 
of Principals Per cent 
19 
7 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
35 
13 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
35 
54.28 
20.00 
2.86 
2.86 
2.86 
5.71 
11.43 
100.00 
37.14 
8.57 
8.57 
2.86 
·2.86 
2.86 
2.86 
2.86 
31.42 
100.00 
Results of Table XXIV show rather clearly that most prin...: 
cipals think that if they could have office help and be relieved of 
some of the administrative detail they would be in a position to do 
a more thorough job with supervision. From all the principals 
questioned (35) there were 19 or 54.28 per cent who for a first choice, 
gave more office help, as a partial solution o! their supervisory 
problem. As a secon:i choice 13 of them or 37.14 per cent said less 
administrative detail would help them do a better job in supervision . 
' I 
"' ' ' ,.. 
The evidence from this table is quit e conclusiVe and clearly shows 
the are as where principals feel they could be relieved in order to 
do more with supervision. 
Finally principals were asked to name various methods of . in-
service training they Sld their staffs used to promote professional 
growth a.rrl improvemEnt. The results are noted in the following table. 
TABLE XXV METHCDS OF PROFESSICNAL IMPROVEMENT DESIRED BY PRINCIPALS 
JND TEACHERS STUDIES 
Method No. of Principals 
Professional Books and Literatm-e 20 
Extension Courses 16 
Teachers Meetings 10 
Conferences 10 
Workshops 9 
Inservic e Training (Not Specified) 5 
Lectures 4 
Mu~~~oo 4 
Library 3 
Demat stratioo Teaching 1 
Committee ani Curriculum 1 
N~ Ms~roo 5 
Per cent 
57.14 
45.71 
2S.57 
2~.57 
25.71 
14.28 
11.43 
11.43 
8.56 
2.86 
2.86 
14.28 
Table XXV shows that principals feel their most important 
methods of professional improvemEnt are from professional literature, 
extension com-ses, teachers meetings, conferences and workshops in 
that order. It was not $urprlsing or unusual that t..'le principals 
rated teachers metings hi~ but it is hard to explain why professional 
literature rates so high. Principals were asked to state professional 
organizations to 'Which they belonged. Table XXVI below tabulates the 
results. 
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TABLE XX:VI FROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH PRINCIPALS STUDIED 
BELCNG 
Organization No. of 
Principals 
N.H.state Teachers Association 31 
National Education Association 24 
Local Association 21 
Naticnal Elementary Principals Association 16 
N.H.Elementar,y Principals Associ~tion 14 
Southeastern N.H.Elementar.y Principals 
Association 8 
Delta Kappa Gamma 5 
Lam lxla Theta 3 
New Englani Reading Association 2 
National ASCD 2 
Kappa Delta Pi 1 
Coos County Principals Association 1 
Merrimac Valley Guidame Association 1 
National Associatioo of WQJilen .Administration 1 
N.E.Couneil of Colleges ~ Secondary Schools 1 
N .H.Pb.ysical Education Association 1 
Per cent 
88.57 
68.56 
60.00 
45.71 
40.00 
22.86 
14.28 
8.57 
5.71 
5.71 
2.86 
2.86 
2.86 
2.86 
2.86 
2.86 
Table XXVI S:lows that New Hampshire Elementar,y Principals who . 
speni $) per cent or less of their time teaching are very professionally 
mmded. There are 72.34 per cent of them who belong to the local, state 
ani natimal professimal organizations. 
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CH.APTERV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
There are 46 elementary principals in New Hampshire llho teach 
50 per cent of the tiDe or less and 35 of these or 76.09 per cent com-
plated questionnaires for the study. These principals represented 20 
eOD1JIIll1ities md inaluded all tbe large cities of New Hampshire as well 
as mal\Y of the smaller towns. Po];:Ulaticns ranged from 1500 to 80,000 
people and schools ranged in size from 105 to 600 pupils. There were 
425 full time teachers sad 66 part time teachers in the schools 
covered by the stu:ly atd the average number of teachers per building 
was 12J.4 teachers. This number of teachers represents about 15 per 
cent of all public school teachers in New Hampshire. 
Most of the principals questioned have held a principal8hip 
for 10 years or less arxi there are 23 principals or 65.72 per · cent of 
them in this category. One principal in the study had held such a 
positicn for 32 years and another had been a principal for 28 years. 
A large part of the principals used classroom visitation and. 
conferences as their primal)" means of supervision. Twenty-nine prin-
cipals or 82.86 per cent stated they used this technique as their prin-
ciple method of supervision. 
The actual classroom visit varied a good deal in frequency as 
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22.86 per cent of the principals visited each classroom daily while 
8.57 per cent visi. ted el.assrooms only 3 times a year. The average 
frequency of vi si. ting was once in every 8 days. The length of each 
visit was 24 m:inutes, and teachers who were visited most frequently 
were the new and inexperienced ones. Twenty-four of the 35 principals 
questioned for this study or 68.57 per cent visited most frequently 
this type or teacher. 
There is a stanciardized testing program in 34 of the 35 schools 
the study included md 17 of the princjpals or 50 per cent of them 
stated they were wholly responsible- for its administration. 
Results of the questionnaire show that principals think there 
is no best dqy in the week to hold teacher's meetings but most meetings 
fall en Monday, Tuesd.q or Wednesdq, and are usually after school. 
Their average length is 66 ltinutes. 
The principals or the study average 4.17 years of post-
seccndary edmatim and altogether 71.43 per cent of them hold one or 
more degrees. FUrthermore 42.86 per cent hold the Master's Degree and 
one holds the degree of Doctor of Education. 
The average principal taught s.s years before receiving his 
first prineipalfilip but 4 principals or ll.43 per cent became princi-
pals with no prior teaching experience. Several principals taught for 
more than 20 years before receiving a principals position. 
Principals teach in many areas including remedial r-eading, 
manual training md general remedial work but JWst teaching is done in 
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grid es s1.x, seven and eight. 
Institutions where principals surveyed received the greater 
part of their post-secondary education were widespread. There were 
17 colleges or universities represented from Ma:ine, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Pennqlvania, Wisconsin and 
Canada with Plymouth Teadlers College in New Hampshire represented 
moat often. Nine principals reeei. ved a larger part of their educa-
ticn at Plymouth and 4 principals received the greater part of their 
education .trom Boston University. 
The length of the sabool &y was found to be from 4 hours 
30 Ddnutes to 7 hours with the average length of the day in all schools 
questioned being 6 hours 15 mmutes. The noon recess was found to run 
fran 40 m:inutes to 105 minutes a1d had as a1 average 75 minutes. 
During this tim!l most principals stated that they were on duty. Prin-
cipals stated further that they wrked from 5 hours to 30 hours per 
week beymd the school day, the average being 14.5 hours. 
'!he administrative orgsization of the schools included 
kindergarten through grade twelve and four schools were clas1ified as 
consolidated elementary-secondary schools. There were 19 schools or 
54.29 per cent wh1 ch had the kindergarten. 
r Most of the schools have some children who are transported. 
J by bls and there are only two scb:>ols from those studied "Where no 
children are transported.. The figure varied from 90 per cent being 
transported in sane schools to only 1 per cent in others. The average 
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of all children transportea in all schools was 26 per cent. 
Eleven principals did not a1 swer the question as to how much 
time thsy would like to be able to devote to supervision but all of 
those llho did ~swer stated they would like more time for supervision. 
Re&lts showed that 42.86 per cent of the principals could use at 
least 10 hours more ti~m per week for eupervision. 
Figures based on the retums for the questionnaire Eilow that 
on the average eadl principal ~enis 29 per cent of his time doing 
office 'WOrk md 25 per cent of his time on supervision. Administration 
takes 21 per cent of the time, teach:ing snother 14 per cent and all 
other activities take ll per cent of his time . 
.Almst all the principals feel that full time or part time 
office help 1«>uld place them in a position to do a better job with 
supervision. Only one school in the state of those covered by this 
study has a full ti.m9 secret&ry and 3 schools have part time clerical 
help. There are 31 schools lfbich have no office help 'Whatsoever. Many 
11 principals also feel that they could do a more adequate ani a better 
11 job it there were somecne to whom they could delegate some of the minor 
I 
q administrative duties that are so time consuming but yet must be done 
" 
II 
II 
to keep a school running efficiently. 
Princ::l.pals :included in the study were found to rate pre-
fess:lonal books md literature first as their most used method of pro-
fessional growth md improvemmt. The following activities were con-
sidered of next im:r;ortance in the order of their writing, extension 
courses, teachers meting, conferences and v:>rkahops. 
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II The New Hampshire Elementary Principals '!l.ilo teach 50 per cent 
or the t:i.JE or less are professionally minded, 72.54 per cent of them 
belong to the local, state cnd national professional teachers organ-
izations. 
Conclusions 
The conclusions that ccn l:e drawn from this study are valuable 
because they give an excellent overview of the Ela:nenta.ry Schools in 
New Hampshire where the principals teach 50 per cent of the time or 
less. 
So~ of the conclusions are: 
1. Nearly all supervision done by the principals is either 
done by classroom visitation or conference. 
2. Principals are able to spend a maxiDilDl of 25 per cent 
of thed.r time in supervision. 
3. .All principals should be provided w.i. th some clerical 
asSistance. The 29 per cent of the principals time 
lilich is spent doing office work could be mt1ch more 
valuably' spent doing supervision or administration. 
4. New Hampshire Elementary Principals who devote 50 
per cent or less of their time to teaching think 
there is no best day in the week for teachers 
DEetings but they would select one of the first 
three dqs of the school week. · 
5. Plymouth Teachers College is the institution where 
most principals received a larger part of their 
post- secon:iary education, and Boston University 
was next. 
6. 'lbere too many details such as hot lunch programs, 
buses, assemblies, audio-visual programs and 
testing :programs for which the principal is re-
sponSible. 
7• fhe principal needs a person to whom he can 
delegate some authority • 
8. stmdardized testing prograns in use throughout 
the schools questioned outnumber the average of 
such programs in JOOst places. 
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9. The number of principals who hold degrees is 
high, 71.43 per cent of them hold one or more 
degrees and ,42.86 per cent of them hold the 
masters' degree. 
10. Principals participating in the study are pro-
fessionally minded. This is evidenced by the 
number who belong to professional organiza-
tions and who attend extension courses and 
wo ric shops. 
The con elusions drawn fran this study are based entirely 
upon answers given by principals, to various questions on the su:r-
vey fo:nn that was sent them. Any conclusions drawn from the 
questicnna:ire are true and correct to the best knowledge of the 
writer. 
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!I CHAPI'ER VI 
I SUGGESTIONS FCR FUR'IHER S'IDDY 
J There are several ways in which other studies might be con-
I ducted to correlate results 'With M!is study. 
II 
'I 
II 
1. A study under similiar condit ions miEJl t be con-
ducted in another state. 
2. This study mie)lt be cmtinued to also include 
principals who do more teaching. 
3. Teachers might be sent questionnaires to obtain 
their opinions on the amount arxl type of supel'-
vision they reeei ve. 
4. A more complete study including only supervisory 
practices, time consumed doing them and techniques 
used could be done. 
5. The study" could be improved upon and done on a 
national basis for a more advanced degree. 
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APPENDICES 
I' 
Appendix A 
Date~" ------------~ 
Dear 
As part of an advanced program at Boston University I 
am making a . survey of New Hampshire Elementar;r Principals . 
to determine the &IIIIDOUt of. time we spend on various school I 
activities. I think it will show that we are so busy doing . 
incidental tasks that there is not time enough left to do 
any kind of a job with supervision. As a result of this 
study it is hoped that we shall have a talking point toward 
improvement of our positions. 
Would you please fill out and mail the attached card 
indicating whether or not you would mind. completing a 
questionnaire if one were mailed you. Also indicate if you 
~ld like a sUDDD.ar;r of the findings, if you canplete a 
questionaire. 
I would. appreciate very much a prompt return of the 
questionnaire if one is mailed you. 
Sincerely', 
Mr. John Day, Principal 
Durham Center School 
Durham, _N.H. 
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Appen:lix A (coot.) 
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' 
Date --------~ 
I have read the attached card ani Will -
Will Not (cross out the one not applicable) partici-
pate in the survey • 
If I do participate in the survey I Would -
Would .Not (cross out the one not applicable) like to 
have a summar,r of the findings. 
Signature ---------
Mr. M. Wayne Ebwie 
34 Locke Road 
Hampton, N.H. 
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Appendix B 
QUESTICNNAIRE 
The object of this questionnaire is to determine supervisory 
and administrative practices of New Hampshire, Elementar,r School Prin-
cipals, who devote less than 50% of their time to teaching. It is 
beirig done with the idea in mind of improving our positions. 
Ki:ildly fill in blanks, or make check marks where applicable 
which indicate the Fractices you as a principal pursue. In cases of 
doubt please try to appro.x.ime.te as closely as possible. As has been 
mentioned to you previously all information will be regarded with 
strictest confidence, but, if for some reason there are particular 
questions you do · not wish to answer please feel free to ollit them. 
Part 1 
~~ral Information 
1. Na11e of town in. which school is located 
-----------------------
2. Approximate population of the town-----
3. Total population of the school, or schools of which you are the 
prindpu --------------
4. How many y-ears have you been a principal?----
5. How many years did you teach before y-ou obtained your first 
principalship? ------
6. How many- years of post-secondary- education do you have? 2_ 
3_4_5_6_ 
7. What degrees, if any, do you hold?----------------
8. From what institution did you receive the greater part of your 
post-secondary education? -----------------------------
9. What time does your school begin in the BJOrning? ____ A.M. 
End in the afternoon? P.~ 
10. How long is your lunch hour? minutes 
Are you on duty during that ,time? Yes _ No __ 
11. About how JDarlY' hours per -week, beyond the length of the school 
dq, do you work? Hours 
I 
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Part II 
Administrative Duties 
1. How many hlildi.ngs are there, over which you supervise? 
Number __ _ 
2. What is the administrative set-up over llbich you supervise? 
Ehcircle lowest and highest: Kgn. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3. If grades 7 a1.d 8 are inclu:ied are these grades organized as 
a Junior ffigh School? Yes _ No _ 
4. How many full time teachers do you supervise? __ ... How many 
part time teachers? __ _ 
5. Aoout what per cent of the school day do you teach? If none, 
eo state. % 
6. If you ct> teach, in what. gra:ies is most of it done? ------
Do you act as a substitute teacher? Often Seldom __ 
Never -
8. Do you have a school secretary? Full Time __ Part Time __ 
None 
9. What percentage of yrur student body regularly travels by 
bus % 
10. Is supervision of bl ses as to schedules, pupil behavior etc., 
part of yrur job? Yes _ No _ 
11. Do yru have regular school assemblies? Yes No 
When you have them are ·they mainly your responsibility? Yes 
No ----
12. Do you have a Hot Lunch program? Yes _No_ 
If so, about what. percent age of yrur students use this facility? 
__ % 
13. If you have a lunch program is the supervision of it part of yoar 
responsibility? Yes _ No _ 
14. It is taken for granted that you do not have time enough to do 
I 
II 
the kind of supervisory job you would like to do; with this in II 
llind please list in rank order below the two things which would 
,, 
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help you JOOst acccmplish the job of supervision as you wuld like 
to have it done. 
a. 
b. 
15. How much ~re time per week would you like to be able to devote 
to supervision? Hours and / or Minutes 
16. From the list below would you try to approxillate as a per cent, 
the amunt of time you spend on various activities pertaining to 
your position. 
a. Office Work __j 
b. Other administrative detail ~ 
c. Su.perrlsion ~ 
d. Outside activities ~ P.T.A., Scouts, Clubs etc. 
e. Miscellaneous ___J 
Part In 
S,pervisory Practices 
1. Do you have · regular teachers• meetings. Yes No 
2. If so, what day are they held? ______ What is their average 
length? Minutes 
3. When, in the dq do you held your meetings?----------
Is most of your supervision done b,y: classroom visitation ___; 
conferences _; through inservice training __; a combination of' 
these_; other (Specify) ----------------• 
5. Are your supervisory visits usually, announced __.; unannounced _. 
6. About how often do ;you visit each individual classroom? 
-----
----------~---------------------------------·· 
7. How long do ;you usually spend on a classroom visit? Minutes 
Does this vary with the teacher that is being visited? Yes 
No 
8. Are all of ;your teachers visited with the same frequency? Yes 
lfo 
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9. If no, lilat type of teacher gets more of your supervisory time? 
------------------------------------------------------· 
10. Do you follow-up supervisory visits v:l.th individual conferences? 
ll. 
Yes No 
Do you teach demonstration lessons? 
NeYer 
Often Sometimes 
- -
12. Do you check teachers 1 plan books as part of your supervisory 
program? Yes _ No ~ 
1.3. Do you have a standardimetl testing program in your school? 
Yes No 
14. If you d.o, who is responsible for its• administration? 
Principal ___; Teachers ___ ; Guidance .officer _; other 
(Specify) • 
15. If you have an audio-visual program in your school are you re-
sponsible tor its• operation? Yes _No _ 
16. List below 8QY methods of professional improvement you use. 
a. ------------------------------------
b. ~----------------------------------c. 
d. 
17. Please list below the professional organisations to which you 
belong. 
a. ------------------------------------b. 
c. 
d. 
1-8• In the space provided below and on the reyerse side of the sheet 
if necesaar.r, please feel free to make &QY criticisms of this 
questionnaire you wish or to make any comments you wish concerning 
your supervisory position as regards, time spent, things expected. 
of you, other duties etc., which the questionnaire does nQt bring 
out. All information will be treated as strictly confidential. 
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